In terms of their treatment of replicated data, each algorithm that we consider is from the "read one copy, write all copies" family. 
The Source
The source is the component responsible for generating the workload for a site. The workload model used by the source characterizes transactions in terms of the files that they access and the number of pages that they access and update in each file. The message CPU cost is varied as shown in Table IV for MsgCPUTime, and we focus our attention on the one-copy-active workload. We vary the number of copies per file from one (no replication) to eight (full replication), as described above. We view the one-, two-, and three-copy cases as being in some sense reasonable; the eight-copy case is included for completeness, in order to demonstrate the limiting behavior of the system as the number of copies is increased. Figure  4 presents the transaction throughput results for the one-copy case.
Since think time is used to vary the load, the system becomes more heavily loaded going from right to left 9 along the curves. we will see (much more clearly)
in Experiment 3 and in subsequent experiments. Notice also that there is no "price" associated with using 02PL over Figure  13 13This will be explained in more detail in Section 4,7. here are again identical to those of' Experiment 1. However, instead of using the medium MsgCPUTime setting of 4 ms, we assume a 10ms time to send or receive a message. The one-copy-active workload is used for this experiment. Here, we see the trends that arose under the medium message cost taken to the extreme: For each of the replication levels, 02PL outperforms OPT, OPT outperforms 2PL, and 2PL outperforms WW and BTO. In particular, as shown in Figure  22 , 02PL provides about 20 percent more throughput than OPT under high loads in the two-copy case, and it outperforms 2PL by nearly 60 percent in this case. In the three-copy case, shown in Figure  23 , 02PL performs about 15 percent better than OPT and 100 percent better than 2PL under high loads. show the results for one and two copies with the low message cost, and Figure   30 gives the results for three copies with the medium message cost. OPT 
